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Abstract

Understanding consumers’ decision-making process is one of the most important goals in Marketing. However, the traditional tools (e.g., surveys, personal interviews and observations) used in Marketing research are often inadequate to analyze and study consumer behavior. Since people’s decisions are influenced by several unconscious mental processes, the consumers very often do not want to, or do not know how to, explain their choices. For this reason, Neuromarketing research has grown in popularity. Neuromarketing uses both psychological and Neuroscience techniques in order to analyze the neurological and psychological mechanisms that underlie human decisions and behaviors. Hence, studying these mechanisms is useful to explain consumers’ responses to marketing stimuli.

This paper (1) provides an overview of the current and previous research in Neuromarketing; (2) analyzes the use of Marginal Utility theory in Neuromarketing. In fact, there is remarkably little direct empirical evidence of the use of Marginal Utility in Neuromarketing studies. Marginal Utility is an essential economic parameter affecting satisfaction and one of the most important elements of the consumers’ decision-making processes. Through the use of Marginal Utility theory, economists can measure satisfaction, which affects largely the consumer’s decision-making process. The research gap between Neuromarketing and use of Marginal Utility theory is discussed in this paper. We describe why Neuromarketing studies should take into account this parameter. We conclude with our vision of the potential research at the interaction of Marginal Utility and Neuromarketing.
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1. Introduction

Neuromarketing (NM) is an excellent tool to “read” the customer’s mind and address questions about buyer’s behavior. Although Neuromarketing research has reached tangible results (Damasio, 1994; Lindstrom, 2008; McClure, 2014; Plassman, 2015), researchers seem to overlook some important economic notions, such as the Marginal Utility, that plays an important role in the consumers’ decision-making processes. The goal of this paper is to provide a critical review of literature on “MU + Neuromarketing”; to find scientific papers that explain the significant contribution of Marginal Utility (MU) in the Neuromarketing science. The outline of this article is as follows. Firstly, we illustrate how we selected and clustered papers on MU present in chosen databases. Secondly, we provide a brief literature review on MU theory and Law of Diminishing Marginal Utility. Thirdly, we explain our findings. This paper also critically reviews the absence of MU in both theoretical and empirical research in Neuromarketing. We report random and systematic errors found in experiments and the resulting biased results obtained. Finally, we discuss the contributions and implications of our findings for Neuromarketing researchers.

2. Methodology

The bibliographic research can be divided in two steps. In the first step, we searched information about Neuromarketing in blogs and academic articles. The blogs were Neurosciencemarketing and Scientific American. The academic articles were selected searching for Neuromarketing and Marginal Utility in Googles scholar. In the second step, only peer-reviewed academic articles were examined. To access to the content of the articles,
five different and main platforms were used: Scopus, ScienceDirect, Web of Science, PubMed and EBSCOhost. The papers were selected using keywords: Neuromarketing, decision-making process, Marginal Utility. Since no results were found, we searched for other keywords: Neuromarketing, decision-making process and utility. The research produced results in the following databases: Scopus, ScienceDirect and EBSCOhost. The articles were selected on the basis of the “title” and the “abstract”. The papers selected belongs to journals from several domains, where Neuromarketing is a research topic: Neuroscience (Nature Reviews Neuroscience, NeuroReport, NeuroImage Frontiers in Human Neuroscience, Brain Research Bulletin), Marketing (Journal of Marketing Research, Journal of Services Marketing), Psychology (Journal of Consumer Psychology, International Journal of Psychophysiology), Other (Journal of Consumer Protection and Food Safety, Current Biology, Procedia-Social and Behavioral Sciences, Journal of Mechanical Design, Tourism Management) and Conference papers (NeuroPsychoEconomics Conference Proceedings). Firstly, the various journal articles were analyzed and groped in three categories: Review papers, Empirical papers and Concept papers. Finally, papers were clustered into different categories, according to their topics. We identified five clusters: Application to Marketing, Value, Brand and Products, Quality and Reward, and Marginal Utility.

3. Consumer’s Demand and Utility

The notion of demand has been widely debated and analyzed in economics. The purpose is to identify the factors that affect demand. According to Koutsoyiannis (1979), these factors are the price of a product, customers’ incomes and wealth, the prices of other similar commodities, the income distributions and the credit availability. Christensen, Jorgenson, & Lau (1975) state that the consumer’s demand is a system of demand functions; the quantity consumed of each commodity is considered to be a function of the total expenditure and the prices of all commodities (Christensen, Jorgenson, & Lau, 1975). However, the starting point for these studies is the examination of consumer behavior (Koutsoyiannis, 1979). Understanding the consumer’s decision-making process aims at the construction of models, which describe the behavior of individuals. These models assume that decision makers use a set of rational criteria while making a decision, which is considered rational (Tosi et al., 2002). In fact, the consumer is defined as a *homo oeconomicus* (Mill, 1848), whose main characteristics are rationality and an exclusive care for his own individual interests (Mill, 1848). In the course of time, the term “rational” has come to acquire several different meanings. In the common sense, it is associated with what is “intelligent” or “effective”, while in other cases it means “primly materialistic” or even “sane” (March, 1994). In the theory of consumer behavior, rationality implies that the decision-making process is not influenced by individual’s personality. This implies the adoption of a systemic analysis of the problem, followed by choice and realization, moving along a precise logic sequence (Daft et al., 2010). If the *homo oeconomicus* is placed into the market, given his income and the market prices of the different goods, he plans the expending of his income that attains the highest possible satisfaction (Samuelson, 1937). The benefit or satisfaction that a person gets from the consumption of a good or service is called Utility (Cohen, King, & Parkin, 2000). Samuelson (1937) assumes that the utility function is an additive function of the utilities corresponding to each good (e.g., goods might be very specific, like tickets or much aggregated like food and shelter). Consumers choose between a vector of goods \( x = (x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_n) \), without exceeding their constraint budget, represented by their total wealth or income (Levin & Milgrom, 2004). Koutsoyiannis (1979) argued that “the Total Utility (TU) of a “basket of goods” depends on the quantities of the individual commodities”. If there are \( n \) goods and the quantity of each of them is \( x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_n \), the Total Utility is:

\[
U = f(x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_n)
\]  (1)

The greater the quantity of a good consumed, the higher is the Total Utility from consuming that good (Cohen, King, & Parkin, 2000). However, how said before all the mathematical representations are formulated considering the *homo oeconomicus*. Assuming that the utility of each commodity is miserable, the consumer always aims at maximizing his utility (Koutsoyiannis, 1979). The sets of consumers’ choices are assumed to be defined by certain prices and the consumer’s income or wealth. It is possible to define the consumer problem (CP) as:

\[
\text{Max } u(x)
\]

\[
x \in \mathbb{R}^n_+
\]

\[
\text{s.t. } p \cdot x \leq w
\]  (2)

This is called axiom of utility maximization.

4. Marginal Utility

The concept of Utility is strictly related to the concept of Marginal Utility. The concept of Marginal Utility (MU),
from the perspective budgetary studies and market behavior, has been investigated by many scientists (Frisch, 1932). The idea can be traced back to ancient Greece, where the philosopher Aristotle was the first to develop the theory, according to Frisch (1932). The concept of Marginal Utility was proposed by Galiani (1751), who studied the central role of utility and scarcity and. Successively, numerous authors, such as Adam Smith (1776), who based a system of political economy entirely based on Marginal Utility calculation, used and readapted it (Kauder, 1953). The Marginal Utility concept gives answers to different questions: (i) what happens if the consumer buys one more units of the same goods? (ii) How much a consumer’s utility would increase for every additional unit purchased?

The Marginal Utility can be defined as the change in utility associated with a small change for one of the goods consumed when keeping the quantity of the other good fixed (Levin & Milgrom, 2004). It can also be described as “the extra utility received from consuming one additional unit of the good per unit of time while holding constant the quantity consumed of all other commodities” (Salvatore, 2008). The consumer can be considered in equilibrium when the MU of an x good is equal to its market price (P_x), and described as:

\[ MU_x = P_x \] (3)

If the MU of a good x is higher that its price, the consumer can buy an extra unit of that good (Koutsoyiannis, 1979). Unlike, the consumer can increase his total satisfaction, reducing the quantity of x, when the MU of the good x is less that its price (Koutsoyiannis, 1979).

It is important to notice that the MU measures the rate of change in utility when the quantity of a good consumed varies (Karaivanov, 2012). It basically reflects the slope of the utility function with respect to changes in that specific good. If the quantity of good 1 changes the MU with respect to good 1 (MU1):

\[ MU_1 = \frac{\Delta U}{\Delta x_1} = \frac{u(x_1 + \Delta x_1, x_2) - u(x_1, x_2)}{\Delta x_1} \] (4)

It is possible to measure the ratio of change in utility (\( \Delta U \)) related to a small change in the quantity of good 1 (\( \Delta x_1 \)), holding constant the quantity of good 2 (Varian, 2002). The change in utility resulting from a change in consumption in good 1 could be calculate multiplying the Marginal Utility (MU1) by the change in consumption:

\[ \Delta U = MU_1 \Delta x_1 \] (5)

the Marginal Utility thus measures the rate at which consumption units are converted into Utility units, i.e. the “price” of one more unit of consumption in terms of utility units (Varian, 2002; Karaivanov, 2012).

4.1 The Law of Diminishing Marginal Utility

Given the above definition of MU, it is reasonable to suppose that the Total Utility that the subject derives from consumption of a good x usually grows with the growth of consumption (Sylos-Labini, 1982). According to Rothbard (1997), a consumer will value two units of the same product more than once, three more than two, and so on. A bundle of 5 units will be ranked higher than a bundle of 4 units, and so on. It should be clear that the only arithmetic or mathematical relationship between these marginal utilities is a simple ordinal one (Rothbard, 1997). On the one hand, given a certain sized unit, the Marginal Utility of that unit declines as the supply of units’ increases. This is the familiar Law of Diminishing Marginal Utility (DMU), developed by Hermann Gossen (1853) in “The Laws of Human Relations” (Dittmer, 2005). The theory of DMU, that Friedrich von Wieser successively defined as “Gossen’s First Law”, is a psychological concept that asserts as more of a good is consumed, each unit provides less additional satisfaction (Dittmer, 2005; Frijters & Leighb, 2008; Kishtainy et al., 2012). According to Brewer and Venaik (2009), the theory of Diminishing Marginal Utility states that the more of a good a person consumes; the less preference they will accord to having more of it. Hence, DMU describes the reduced value that additional units of money or consumer goods have in comparison to units acquired earlier (Diener, Ng & Tov, 2009). Alfred Marshall (1890), one of the most famous economist of his time, defined the law of Diminishing Marginal Utility as: “The additional benefit which a person derives from a given increase of his stock of a thing diminishes with every increase in the stock that he already has” (Chand, 2016).
Table 1. Total and Marginal Utility

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Q</th>
<th>Quantity good</th>
<th>Total Utility</th>
<th>Marginal Utility</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>…</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q₁</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q₂</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q₃</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q₄</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q₅</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q₆</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>-2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. The first column indicates the quantity of the good consumed. The third column gives the extra or Marginal Utility resulting from the consumption of each additional ice-cream. The total and Marginal Utility remains stable with the consumption of the 5th ice-cream. After the 6th ice-cream, TU declines and so MU is negative.

It is possible to find numerous cases of it in everyday life. For instance, considering that the consumption of one ice-cream per day (or, simply, one unit of good X per period of time) gives the consumer a Total Utility of 10 utils, where a util is an arbitrary unit of utility (Salvatore, 2008). The Total Utility increases with each additional unit consumed until the fifth one, which leaves Total Utility unchanged (Salvatore, 2008). Consuming the sixth ice-cream leads to a decline in Total Utility because of storage or disposal problems (Salvatore, 2008). The quantity Q₄ of the commodity is called satiation quantity or satiety point (Singh, 2016). In the same way, until the fifth ice-cream the Marginal Utility is positive but declines and becomes negative for the sixth ice-cream (Salvatore, 2008).

It is possible to affirm that the Total Utility does not grow at a constant rate. In fact, the first derivative of the Total Utility (the Marginal Utility) is decreasing (Sylos-Labini, 1982). Therefore, while the Total Utility increases normally with increasing amounts of disposable good, the Marginal Utility decreases (Sylos-Labini, 1982).

5. Marginal Utility of Neuroscience

As discussed in the previous section, consumers’ decision-making process can be interpreted as choosing alternatives with the goal of maximizing utility (Sanfey, Loewenstein, McClure, & Cohen, 2006). Maximal utility theory is applicable to a wide range of problems, however, it cannot explain how a consumer evaluate, judge and choose a particular product. In fact, the value of a good is not determined by its maximal utility but Marginal Utility (von Neumann & Morgenstern, 1947). Economists use MU to measure consumers’ satisfaction, and how that affects consumers’ decisions. However, other disciplines like Neuroscience and Psychology try to explain the neural bases of decision-making process and value. Neuroscience research has already investigated the brain structures involve in economic decision-making (Platt & Glimcher, 1999; Padoa-Schioppa & Assad, 2006; Kable & Glimcher, 2007; Tobler, Fletcher, Bullmore, & Schultz, 2007; Kobayashi & Schultz, 2008; Kim, Hwang, & Lee, 2008; Levy & Glimcher, 2011). Today, neuroscientists and psychologists have focused their attention on how brain activity can be related to Utility and value. Roger Dooley (2007) and the Scientific American (2007), reported one study involving the concept of Marginal Utility in Neuroscience research. Researchers at the University of Cambridge in England tried to assess whether wealthier people catch on more slowly than the less wealthy when it comes to reward-based learning (Tobler, Fletcher, Bullmore, & Schultz, 2007). During the experiment, a number of different shapes were presented in front of the fourteen participants and observed whether they could accurately predict the next card. After each shape appeared for three seconds, a picture of either a 20-pence coin (approximately 40 cents) or a scrambled image followed. A card of one particular shape was always followed by the coin, and subjects were told that they could take a 20-pence piece home whether they could accurately predict when the money card was the next one up (Swaminathan, 2007). The study revealed that when a small sum of money is on the line, have-nots learn quickly how to maximize their profits, leaving their wealthier counterparts in the dust (Swaminathan, 2007; Dooley et al., 2007); it was possible to track an inverse association between wealth and learning. In fact, the brain activity, in the midbrain and striatum, was increased in poor people compared to reach people (Swaminathan, 2007). The poorer people tended to figure out which card signaled money ahead within about 12 trials, whereas the richer people took about 35 trials (Swaminathan, 2007). The papers showed the fundamental behavioral variable of Marginal Utility, for choices under risks. The experiment also has generated mixed opinions on the world-web. The American author Jonah Lehrer (2007) at The Frontal Cortex supported the thesis, meanwhile, The Economists View found fault with the approach used in the research.
We found that two more studies investigated the connection between Marginal Utility and neural mechanisms. In the first study, Pine, Seymour, Roiser, Bossaerts, Friston, Curran, & Dolan (2009) develop a paradigm based on intertemporal choice and varying monetary rewards, to measure direct changes in Marginal Utility. The authors try to describe human preferences integrating temporal discounting and Marginal Utility in a unified model. In the experiment, authors tested the efficiency of this model in accounting for subjects’ choices compared with the standard models. Due to this model, they could analyze the brain activity during a task performance by constructing predictor variables to explore the representation of three key quantities. The first two quantities were undiscounted utility (which incorporates the nonlinear utility function but ignores time) and the discount factor (the proportion by which utility is reduced in relation to an immediate payoff, i.e., a value between zero and one).

The third quantity was discounted utility (the utility of some future events), it can be considered the product of the first two and it is calculated as the present discounted value of future utility. These variables were generated from the behavioral parameter. Subjects’ choices were used to assess the extent of discounting for both magnitude and time. Given the discount factor (D), value between 0 and 1, and the undiscounted utility (U), the function for the discounted utility (subjective value) of a delayed reward (V) is equal to \( D \times U \). D is a function of delay to the reward, and includes the individual’s discount rate parameter. Instead, the undiscounted utility is a function of the level of the reward and includes a subject’s specific parameter determining the degree of diminishing Marginal Utility.

Functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) was used to record the participant’s brain activity. The subjects were asked to choose between two presented options of different amount of money (from £1 to £100) and delay (from 1 week to 1 year). These choices were often smaller-sooner versus larger-later in nature and presented consecutively. The results suggested that the activity in the dorsal striatum encodes both the Marginal Utility of rewards, over and above that which can be described by their magnitude alone, and the discounting associated with increasing time. For example, undiscounted utility (U) is found to be correlated with activity in the striatum, ventral tegmental area (VTA), and anterior cingulate cortex (ACC). The discount factor (D) is correlated to activity in the striatum, insula, posterior and pregenual cingulate cortex, ventromedial orbitofrontal cortex. The authors tested the interaction between variables (i.e., discounted utility, \( V = D \times U \)) and found significant correlation in the activity of dorsal striatum and pregenual cingulate cortex. Critically, this activation in the dorsal striatum incorporated the same anatomical zone as that of the independent activity measured with both undiscounted utility and temporal discounting. The paper suggests that, given high and low discounts, the concavity or convexity of the function is correlated by with impulsiveness of each individual. The results provide both direct behavioral and neurobiological support for Marginal Utility theory in the context of a choice model that incorporates temporal discounting (Pine et al., 2009).

In the second study, Stauffer, Lak, & Schultz (2014) found that there is a connection between brain and neurotransmitters activity and the MU theory. Unlike the previous study (Pine et al., 2009), that have mostly used risk preference tasks (such as simple gambles to construct the utility function), this study showed that it is possible to find a correlation by simultaneously administering risk preference, intertemporal choice, impulsivity and utility. Authors (2014) conducted an experiment on monkeys to demonstrate that dopamine prediction error responses represent a neuronal correlate for the fundamental behavioral variable of Marginal Utility. Defining utility as a function of physical value, and using risky choices, authors tried to investigate whether dopamine reward responses reflected the Marginal Utility calculated from the utility function. In fact, risk exerts an important influence on utility; it enhances utility in risk seekers and reduces utility in risk avoiders. Stauffer, Lak, & Schultz (2014) tried to assess the animals’ risk attitudes, measuring the amount of safe reward that led to choice indifference (“certainty equivalent,” CE), for a low and high expected value (EV) gamble. The results showed that in both animals, the amount of juice was influencing the behavioral utility function measured in both the monkeys from CEs of binary. The functions were convex when the juice amounts were low (indicating risk seeking) and became linear (risk neutral) and then concave (risk avoiding) as juice amounts increased. Where the utility function was convex, the animals consistently selected riskier options, and where the utility function was concave the animals consistently selected the less risky options. The relationship between the risk attitudes and the curvatures of the utility functions confirmed and substantiated the risk attitudes derived from comparison of CEs with EVs. Moreover, authors investigated the coding of Marginal Utility by dopamine responses to reward prediction errors, defined as reward-prediction. They found that the dopamine responses appeared to reflect the expected utilities derived from the measured utility function, rather than the probability or the EV of the gambles. Importantly, the dopamine utility responses to the cue did not code risk independently of value; the responses were similar between a gamble with considerable risk and a safe reward when the two had similar utility. Thus, the behavioral and neuronal responses demonstrate that the dopamine neurons meaningfully incorporated risk into utility and suggested that dopamine neurons support the economic behavior of the animals. The results suggest that
exists a common neuronal basis for fundamental explanatory constructs in animal learning theory, such as prediction error, and Marginal Utility.

6. Analysis of Neuromarketing Literature: Toward an Understanding of Consumer Decision-Making Process

Neuromarketing (NM) emerged in the early 2000s as a new and popular topic in academic studies. According to Fish et al. (2010), the earliest report on Neuromarketing can be dated back to June 2002 by an advertisement firm, the BrightHouse. The company announced the creation of a business division using fMRI for Marketing research (Fish et al., 2010). The topic of Neuromarketing is a wide-ranging and multidisciplinary topic. Different definitions of Neuromarketing can be found. Neuromarketing can be classified as a research field, a field of Neuroscience and a part of Marketing. It can be considered as a scientific approach, a subarea of Neuroeconomics and a distinct discipline (Fortunato et al., 2014). Authors, like Plassman et al. (2010), Plassman et al. (2015), Venkatraman et al. (2012), prefer to use the term Consumer Neuroscience for academic purposes. Understanding consumer behavior and how consumers make choices during the purchase process is of primary interest in Neuromarketing research (Fortunato et al., 2014). Neuromarketing pioneers as Pinker & Smidts (2002), Georges, Bayle-Tourtoulou, & Badoc (2013) and Montague (2014) have investigated and proved how Neuroscience can be an important complement to research and practice in Marketing.

In this section, we review previous work in Neuromarketing research to understand if there is a correlation between Marginal Utility and Neuromarketing research. We first illustrate the main topic discuss in Neuromarketing research regarding consumers’ behaviors. We structured the review grouping the papers in five different categories, according to the content of the papers. We identify that main topic in Neuromarketing research are: (1) application to Marketing, (2) brand and products, (3) reward and (4) quality and value.

1) Consumers’ decision making and application to marketing

Recent years have seen an explosion in the use of neuroimaging techniques to market research. Medical diagnostic devices that allow real-time measurements of brain activity (such as fMRI and EEG) are used in Neuromarketing research. These tools provide information of the brain activity based “on changes in ion polarity, temperature, and electronic impulses” (Fugate, 2008). Neurotransmitters and hormones play a major role in the generation and modulation of various cognitive and behavioral functions that can influence customer satisfaction and loyalty (Koc & Boz, 2014). Measuring biological factors, such as photoperiod and circadian rhythm, or changes in the secretion or discharge of neurotransmitters and hormones (such as serotonin, dopamine and melatonin) has significant potential implications for Marketing, especially for the tourism and hospitality sectors (Koc & Boz, 2014). These data remain insensitive to the types of biases that often characterized traditional marketing research (Ariely & Berns, 2010). For this reason, Neuromarketing research can give a more objective indication of the underlying preferences of consumers (Ariely & Berns, 2010). Some authors argue that Neuromarketing research could be considerably broader than the study of consumers’ satisfaction and decision-making processes.

Lee, Broderick, & Chamberlain (2006) suggest that Neuromarketing can be used to assess problems in organizations, like trust, negotiations and pricing. However, we found that the most promising contribution that Neuromarketing can offer is a better understanding of behavioral phenomena relevant for consumer behavior and Marketing (Fugate 2008; Ariely & Berns, 2010). Mostly studies on NM research try to explain and describe the neurobiological substrate of choice in consumers (Ariely & Berns, 2010; Vlășceanu, 2013). There are several ways in which the study of consumers’ behaviors in NM can contribute to Marketing. For instance, Kenning and Linzmajer (2010) dispute that emotions and unconscious processes playing a central role in generating behavior. The study of the emotional responses can be applied to all the predominant and essential elements of marketing-mix such as product, price, communication, and distribution policies (Kenning & Linzmajer, 2010). The authors argue that the approach (i) can help researchers to understand how costumers experience Marketing stimuli positively or negatively; (ii) Neuromarketing can overcome the existing lack of theory in communication research, understanding how the brain processes, learns, and stores advertising stimuli. In distribution policy, the use of emotional reinforces (positive experiences) can constitute the base for sustainable, long-term customer retention. Moreover, it is possible to use Neuroscience tools to determine the optimal price of a product. For example, Knutson et al. (2007) examined the neural correlates of the negative price effect. The activation of theinsula corresponds to excessive prices, and the activation of the medial prefrontal cortex is correlated with reduced prices. Bizer & Schindler (2005) suggest that individuals pay less attention to later numbers in a sequence, for example when the prices end in 0.99 rather than a whole number. These findings can be used to determine how much a customer is willing to pay for a product. NM can be also used to determine the optimal design of a product according to the real preferences of consumers or how the brain responds to differently designed goods. NM
Neuromarketing has contributed to a systematic understanding of how consumers assess or evaluate items (Plassmann et al., 2015). We do not expect that the use of Neuroscience tools can replace traditional approaches to understand consumer needs (Keller, 2008). However, Neuroscience tools could improve the efficiency of Marketing strategies (Venkatraman et al., 2011). According to Kenning & Linzmajer (2010), the use of Neuroscience techniques in Marketing is a “win-win situation for both consumers and companies”. Neuromarketing contributes to create the effective markets for goods and services that lead to economic growth without reducing the decisive autonomy of consumers (Kenning & Linzmajer, 2010).

Other authors like Plassmann, Venkatraman, Huettel, & Yoon (2015) classified 5 different ways in which NM contributes to Marketing and Customer Behavior. Specifically, NM can identify mechanisms and help to verify and improve existing Marketing theories by providing insights into the underlying mechanism, such as study of self-control failures (Plassmann et al., 2015). As discussed before Neuroscience can help Marketing to measure implicit process. Neurosciences data provide information that is not simple to find due to moral consequences or because the customers do not know why they are a specific behavior or preferences (Plassmann et al., 2015). These authors stated the “incorporating neural measures into decision-making models can improve predictions of marketing-relevant behavior” (Plassmann et al., 2015, p. 3). The activation in relevant brain regions can help to predicted consumer behavior and decision-making process. Recent studies have applied Neuroscience methods to predict population level real-market data for music albums’ commercial success or smoking cessation hotlines (Berns & Moore, 2012; Falk, Berkman, & Lieberman, 2012).

Marketing research has always been focused on how consumers make decisions (Bercea, 2012). However, Neuromarketing has contributed to a systematic understanding of how consumers assess or evaluate items (Plassmann et al., 2015). We do not expect that the use of Neuroscience tools can replace traditional approaches to understand consumer needs (Keller, 2008). However, Neuroscience tools could improve the efficiency of Marketing strategies (Venkatraman et al., 2011). According to Kenning & Linzmajer (2010), the use of Neuroscience techniques in Marketing is a “win-win situation for both consumers and companies”. Neuromarketing contributes to create the effective markets for goods and services that lead to economic growth without reducing the decisive autonomy of consumers (Kenning & Linzmajer, 2010).
(2) Judging products and brands

Neuroscience research can play a useful part in any aspects of Marketing (Ariely & Berns, 2010), in particular it can help to understand underlying processes involved with brand decisions and products (Plassman et al., 2011; Bercea, 2012). Recent studies investigate neural processes behind multi-attribute decision making and the specific brain functions associated to the presentation of various Marketing stimulus in a consumer-based product evaluation context (Fugate, 2008; Andrejevic, 2012; Goucher-Lambert, Moss, & Cagan, 2016). We found that previous studies investigated the impact of intangible features (such as aesthetics or luxury) on neural processes. A recent fMRI study examined the differences in affective processing for consumers confronted with aesthetic packaging design compared to standardized packaging (Reimann, Zaichkowsky, Neuhaus, Bender, & Weber, 2010). The results showed that the view of aesthetic packages elicited affective processes the most, resulting in increased reaction times and engagement of specific affective brain areas (Reimann et al., 2010). Participants took considerably longer to choose aesthetic products than standardized ones. According to the authors, longer reaction times were expected for intense emotional responses, such as aesthetic design. Furthermore, brain areas of the reward system, such as nucleus accumbens and the ventromedial prefrontal cortex, were active when experiencing aesthetic package design (Reimann et al., 2010). In fact, the reward value, defined as the positive value an individual ascribes to an object or behavioral act (Wise & Rompre, 1989), played an important role in aesthetic product experiences. Finally, they found that a paper-and-pencil measure of affective product involvement was positively related to aesthetic product experiences in the brain (Reimann et al., 2010). These findings suggest that particular packaging or brands (when the success of a specific brand relies on its unique packages) raise different brain responses. However, other tools, such EEG, can be used to measure brain activity. A more recent study by Pozharliev, Verbeke, Strien, & Bagozzi (2015) provided substantial evidence of dissimilar neural processes when people view luxury (high emotional value) versus basic (low emotional value) branded products. In particular, the authors tested the changes in ERP amplitudes in three time windows (P2, P3, and LPP) during the exposure to pictures of luxury versus basic branded products. In addition, they examined how the perception of luxury brand changed between two conditions, thus the person was alone in the room or together with another participant (Pozharliev et al., 2015). The results showed that different brain responses occurred in the two conditions for the P2 and P3 components over visual cortex sites (Pozharliev et al., 2015). When two participants were in the same room, the LPP amplitude was higher for luxury than for basic branded products, suggesting that LPP amplitude was enhanced by the presence of another person (Pozharliev et al., 2015). Authors argued that LPP amplitude, related to Marketing stimuli with higher emotional value, reflects increased attention allocation and motivational significance, both enhanced by the presence of another person. This experiment shows that NM is a useful instrument that can describe the preferences of consumers for products.

As previously suggested to Fugate (2008), NM can be applied to all form of product in Marketing. Moreover, the author argued that it could be applied also to service. It is important to measure service quality since it has a significant impact on customer satisfaction (Liat, Mansori, Chuan, & Imrie, 2017). However, the intangible nature of services is extremely difficult to measure and the traditional product-based explorations of consumers’ decision-making are inappropriate for intangible purchases (Fugate, 2008). Moreover, Neuromarketing can be used also to predict the success of intangible assets as movie trailer. Using EEG, Boksem & Smidts (2015) investigated how neuroscientific data provide unique information beyond stated preference measures, in order to predict individual choice behavior and population-wide commercial success. The results of the experiment showed that high-frequency components of the EEG (beta and gamma oscillations), beyond stated preference measures, provide information about participants’ individual preferences. Based on the assumption that the medial-frontal beta power is related to individual preference, the authors found that high ranking of a particular movie was related to increase in the amplitude of EEG oscillations in the beta frequency range during viewing of the same movie trailer (Boksem & Smidts, 2015). Moreover, they found a relationship between commercial success of the viewed movies and very high frequency oscillations in the gamma range, with a frontal and a somewhat bilateral distribution. Gamma bands were related to population preference independent of stated preference measures (Boksem & Smidts, 2015). These results provided the first evidence that EEG measures are related to real-world outcomes and that these neural measures can significantly add to models predicting choice behavior relative to models that include only stated preference measures (Boksem & Smidts, 2015).

Finally, we discuss a more recent study by Goucher-Lambert, Moss, & Cagan (2016). The authors, used fMRI to measure how preference judgments can be altered if sustainability is added as a variable during product choice evaluations. Participants were asked to express their preferences for various water bottles, according to different parameters like forms (high utility, medium utility, low utility), function (material: aluminum, hard plastic, soft
Recently, Breiter et al. (2014), focused on the model of choice, which is centered on how consumers assess external (e.g., group, price) gradients of preference (Breiter et al., 2014). The combination of intrinsic and extrinsic reward/aversion. According to the authors, the process of influence is determined by internal (e.g., individual) and design. It means that the reward system is more engaged when attractive products are presented.

The key areas of the reward system in the brain, such striatum, nucleus accumbens, and the ventromedial prefrontal cortex, were significantly more activated during affective involvement (aesthetic product package that the key areas of the reward system in the brain, such striatum, nucleus accumbens, and the ventromedial prefrontal cortex, were significantly more activated during affective involvement (aesthetic product package evoked by a product. Based on these theoretical assessments, the theory of reward can be used to predict and one of the first study of Breiter et al. (1997) shows how cocaine effects the reward system. The results provided evidence of dynamically changes in brain networks associated with cocaine-induced euphoria and cocaine-induced craving (Breiter et al., 1997). However, we found that the study of the reward system is also engaged in economic decision-making (Walter et al., 2005). The main function of this system is to direct the individual's behavior toward goals that are normally beneficial. Walter, Abler, Ciaramidaro, & Erk (2005) argue that our knowledge about reward processing was mainly based on animal research.

Nowadays, numerous studies have been conducted on the reward system in humans with neuroimaging methods. One of the first study of Breiter et al. (1997) shows how cocaine effects the reward system. The results provided evidence of dynamically changes in brain networks associated with cocaine-induced euphoria and cocaine-induced craving (Breiter et al., 1997). However, we found that the study of the reward system is also engaged in economic decision-making (Walter et al., 2005). For instance, in 2002, Erk, Spitzer, Wunderlich, Galley & Walter carried out an experiment to determine the level of attractiveness of sports cars compared to small cars. The results show that the more attractive the cars, the greater the activation in right ventral striatum and medial orbitofrontal gyrus, as well as in left anterior cingulate cortex, bilateral dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, right fusiform gyrus and left occipital cortex (Erk et al., 2002). Moreover, the experiment of Sanfey et al. (2003) on the Ultimatum game show that punishment is altruistic from an evolutionary point of view, because it involves costs for the punisher. Instead, in 2005, Walter et al. described the results of game theory studies on cooperation and punishment, in online-designs research. The data showed that the cooperative social interaction activates the core structures of the reward circuitry whereas non-cooperative behavior did not. Three main results emerged from these studies. Firstly, the anterior insula is involved when people experience negatively rated social events, like being treated unfair, being frustrated, being socially excluded, or seeing other people suffer. Thus, mental pain seems related to bodily pain in neuroanatomical terms. Secondly, these emotional reactions can be influenced and controlled by regions of the prefrontal cortex. Thirdly, punishment measurements are related to experiencing reward. According to Walter et al. (2005) the main implications of the research on reward in NM is a better control or influence of ourselves. In fact, affective involvement can be used to explain emotions, moods, and feelings evoked by a product. Based on these theoretical assessments, the theory of reward can be used to predict and influence individuals' preferences. Finally, as discussed in section 6.1, the study of Reimann et al. (2010) showed that the key areas of the reward system in the brain, such striatum, nucleus accumbens, and the ventromedial prefrontal cortex, were significantly more activated during affective involvement (aesthetic product package design). It means that the reward system is more engaged when attractive products are presented.

Recently, Breiter et al. (2014), focused on the model of choice, which is centered on how consumers assess reward/aversion. According to the authors, the process of influence is determined by internal (e.g., individual) and external (e.g., group, price) gradients of preference (Breiter et al., 2014). The combination of intrinsic and extrinsic motivations, can help in determining the gradients of individuals' preferences based on the experienced utility
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specific brain regions such as the hippocampus and surrounding medial temporal lobe (MTL) and dlPFC

(Breiter et al., 2014). The authors argued that in NM studies often there is no clear correlation between internal and

external motivation, their effects on behavior and how they can shift the distributions of choices. However, we

found that some studies focused on how people’s individual expectancies shape consumption experiences and how

it these experience influence the BRS.

Plassmann & Weber (2015) tested brain processes, during consumption, on the base of marketing-based

expectancy, also defined as “marketing placebo effects” (MPEs). Authors tried to determine how personality traits

moderate the placebo effects of price in behavioral experiments of wine tasting. Based on existing evidence that

links each of these brain areas with personality traits (i.e., the striatum with reward seeking, the posterior insula

with somatosensory awareness, and the dmPFC with need for cognition), they found that that higher gray matter

volume in the striatum was linked to higher MPEs responsiveness and also that striatal activity has been linked in

overlapping regions to reward seeking (Beaver et al., 2006; Schweinhardt et al., 2009). Plassmann & Weber (2015)

experiment provide evidence that participants high in reward seeking and need for cognitive processing were more

responsive to MPEs, whereas those high in somatosensory awareness were less responsive to MPEs. Moreover,

the authors replicated the findings from the previous study. In another study they examined if reward

responsiveness, somatosensory awareness, and need for cognition moderate the effects of the perceived expertise

of artists on subjective aesthetic experiences. They tested the effect of a different cognitive cue (if an art piece was

generated by an artist or the experimenter on a computer) on a consumption experience in a different sensory
domain (experienced aesthetic pleasantness). The results showed that reward-seeking and motivational behavior

play an important role in MPEs. Furthermore, the authors proved that MPEs effect hold for different types of

expectancy effects (such an artist’s expertise) and sensory domains (aesthetic consumption) and it is not only

related to pricing or health claim effects on food consumption.

Expectations and reward have such a powerful influence on consumers that can influence consumption choices

and behaviors. However, it is not easy to determine how consumers assess reward and aversion. Taken together,

these findings suggest that the evaluation process of rewards has been broadly studied in Neuromarketing. For

these reasons, neuroscientific tools can provide information about consumer preferences or, eventually, buying

behaviors in real life (Walter et al., 2005).

(4) Quality and Value: keys factor in consumers’ satisfaction

Customers’ satisfaction has received great attention to organizations and researchers alike. In order to create and

maintain long-term customer relationships, companies have to provide superior value to customers (Ravald &

Grönroos, 1996). However, customer satisfaction is more than a perception of the quality received, it must be

taken into account as well the customer’s need of quality improvements and his willingness to pay for it (Ravald &

Grönroos, 1996). To establish and maintain mutually beneficial customer relationships, there are several questions

that researchers have to address “How can value and quality be defined? Is it possible to measure these

components?”. Neurosciences tools can provide useful information on how we predict, experience and remember

quality and value of products or brand. According to Plassmann, Ramsøy, & Milosavljevic (2012), “the predicted

value represents the consumer’s belief about the experienced value of that brand at some time in the future”. Specifically, it can be defined as the consumer’s belief about how much enjoyment he/she will derive from consuming a product of that specific brand (Plassmann, Ramsøy, & Milosavljevic, 2012). Authors suggest that at least three brain structures are involved in the evaluation of the predicted values: the striatum, the ventral medial prefrontal cortex (vmPFC), and the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (dlPFC) (Plassmann, Ramsøy, & Milosavljevic, 2012). Two studies investigated how favorableness of brand associations affects predicted value signals in the striatum. In the first one, Schaefer & Rotte (2007) found that just imagining a pleasant experience, such as driving a car of a favorite brand, can increase the activity in the striatum, a brain area related to positive experience. The second study, by Plassmann, Kenning, & Ahlert (2007) found that customers who are loyal to a store (e.g., H&M vs. Zara), as measured by real purchasing behavior (i.e., amount spent, frequency and regency of purchases based on loyalty card data), show more activation in the striatum compared to customers who are less loyal, even if they are buying identical clothes. Experienced value is defined as the pleasure that derives from consuming a branded product (Plassmann, Ramsøy, & Milosavljevic, 2012). According to Plassmann, Ramsøy, & Milosavljevic (2012), the OFC (in particular its medial part) and other brain areas, such as the ventral striatum and the pregenual cingulate cortex, are active during positive product experience of a brand. The OFC is related to individual preferences for an aroma, music, and to secondary rewards such as money. Finally, memory is an important predictor of consumers’ choices (Plassmann, Ramsøy, & Milosavljevic, 2012). How we encode, consolidate, and

retrieve brands define the remembered value. The remembered value consists of both explicit memory and implicit

memory of prior consumption experience. It is possible to rely explicit memories, or declarative memories, on

specific brain regions such as the hippocampus and surrounding medial temporal lobe (MTL) and dlPFC
(Plassmann, Ramsøy, & Milosavljevic, 2012). Another fMRI study showed that these areas are related to successful encoding and subsequent recall (Klucharev, Smidts, & Fernandez, 2008). Moreover, the researchers demonstrated a more direct activation of dlPFC and parahippocampal cortex. According to Plassmann, Ramsøy, & Milosavljevic (2012), using neuroimaging data allows to track neural processes that predict conscious choice, such advances improve our understanding of implicit brand memory and studying the consumer psychology of branding.

Bartra, McGuire, & Kable (2013) suggest that the study subjective value (SV) is an important factor in value-maximizing choice. SV allows to compare complex and qualitatively different choices on a common scale. In fact, assessing SV can be useful to predict consumers’ preferences and behaviors over time and in different contexts. Numerous researchers try to identify neural signals associated with subjective value (SV). Bartra, McGuire, & Kable (2013) tried to determine whether there are brain regions related to positive or negative SV. The results show that SV trigs two general patterns in the brain. Some brain regions showed both positively and negatively signed effects of SV across studies, while other regions showed positive effects only (Bartra, McGuire, & Kable, 2013). The occurrence of SV effect, in vmPFC and PCC, is predominantly related to a positive effect; whereas activity in the dmPFC and bilateral anterior insula is related to a SV positive effect in some analyses and to SV negative effect in others (Bartra, McGuire, & Kable, 2013). The authors also tried to determine whether the neural correlates of SV during decision-making are similar or different from SV responses during the receipt of an outcome (cf. “decision utility” vs. “experienced utility”) (Kahneman et al., 1997). They found that a set of brain areas, including vmPFC and anterior VS, were positively related to signed effects. SV responses in these areas occur both during decision making and outcome delivery. Authors argued that there is evidence for reliable positive correlates of SV in vmPFC and anterior VS. These results suggest that vmPFC and VS form the core of a “valuation system” believed to play a critical role in value-based learning and decision-making. Such a signal theoretically is positioned to underlie value-maximizing choice.

Value maximization is an important concept to understand decision-making process. Determining how the value is perceived and experienced help researchers to study consumers’ behaviors. As shown, Neuromarketing is a valuable tool for understanding the brain processes underlying expectancy and valuation during consumption.

7. Neuromarketing and Marginal Utility: What Could Be Done

Neuromarketing is an interdisciplinary and broad field of study. These relatively new research field is the union of two or more sciences, such as Marketing, Psychology, and Neurosciences. Neuromarketing research benefits mostly from the application of neuroimaging techniques to Marketing. The use of tools and theories from Neuroscience in Marketing is the main step to understand decision-making and related processes (Plassman et al., 2015). In fact, the most promising contribution that Neuromarketing can offer is a better understanding of consumers’ behavior, individual differences, and prediction of marketing-relevant behavior. We found that there are several ways in which Neuroscience can aid Marketing and Consumer Behavior research. Specifically, it can be used to refine existing Marketing theories, improving the elements of Marketing-mix such as product, price, communication, and distribution policies (Kenning & Linzmajer, 2010; Plassman et al., 2015). In particular, our findings suggested that NM is useful to improve product and brand policies. The application of NM, in the develop of a product, concerns both the initial stage of design process (testing prototypic ideas and concepts, developing the physical product; communicating product information) and the post design process (understanding user experience; segmenting consumers for effective Marketing; building models to predict consumer behavior) (Ariely & Berns, 2010; Venkatraman et al., 2011). Moreover, Neuromarketing is useful to identify the components, both psychological and neural, that contribute to brand preferences (McClure et al., 2014). Neuroscience techniques, such as fMRI and EEG, can be used to understand how decision making is represented in the brain and how particular brands raise different brain responses. In particular, it is possible to measure changes in brain activity when familiar/unfamiliar brands are compared, to test brand loyalty or evaluate the effect of sustainability on consumers’ decisions (Plassmann, Ramsøy, & Milosavljevic, 2012; Pozharliev et al., 2015; Goucher-Lambert et al., 2016). Moreover, Neuromarketing research analyses the reward mechanisms and how consumers’ assess choices during the exposition to positive stimuli. Recent NM studies focused on the study of brain reward system (Breiter et al., 1997; Erk et al., 2002; Walter et al., 2005). Finally, the study of quality and value has significant and important implications for Marketing in order to determine customers’ satisfaction. Neuromarketing research provides insights into the neural mechanism that we used to predict experience and remember quality and value of products or brand.

Taken together, these findings suggest that Neuromarketing not only can improve our understanding of decision-making process but also provide a completely new way to analyze consumers’ buying behaviours. However, our literature review points out that there is no use of Marginal Utility theory in Neuromarketing research. Two critical issues are important to note. Firstly, MU theory is an important parameter in Economics and Marketing research. We hope that researchers and company to consider MU in Neuromarketing theory.
Secondly, the use of MU can help to overcome some problems that affect Neuromarketing studies. 

(1) Marginal Utility is an essential economic parameter that measures satisfaction, one of the most important elements of the consumer decision. We suggest that researchers must use Marginal Utility theory in order to measure customers’ satisfaction. Customers’ satisfaction is often seen as the key to a company’s success and long-term competitiveness (Hennig-Thurau, & Klee, 1997). Evaluating customers’ satisfaction is important for different reasons. For instance, it is one of the strong determinant of consumers repurchase intention (Hellier, Geursen, Carr, & Rickard, 2003). Consumer repurchase can be defined as “the individual’s judgment about buying again a designated service from the same company, taking into accounts his or her current situation and likely circumstances” (Hellier, Geursen, Carr, & Rickard, 2003). Measuring MU might help researchers to understand if products and services meet or exceed customers’ expectations. Moreover, it can also be used to reduce customer churn (Gustafsson, Johnson, & Roos, 2005). It gives us an indication of how likely a customer will make a purchase in the future. Measuring and tracking customer’s satisfaction, can help companies in improving their business strategy and increasing the overall quality of customer service.

From an academic prospective, it can be used to improve and extend previous Marketing theories and Neuromarketing studies, such as Plassmann, Kenning, & Ahler, (2007), on customer’s loyalty. It is also a good parameter that allow to analyze how the consumer react to changing in the price. In fact, researches might measure changing in customer total satisfaction, reducing the quantity of a specific product, when the MU of the product is less that its price. Moreover, if we consider that MU measures the rate of change in utility when the quantity of a good consumed varies (Karavvanov, 2012), this parameter can be used in NM research to understand and evaluate how customers compare product.

(2) As discussed in section 4, Marginal Utility has not been well investigated in Neuroscience studies. We found that two studies examined the connection between underlying brain mechanism and MU theory. In particular, in the first study, authors analyzed the brain activity during a task performance by constructing predictor variables to explore the representation of undiscounted utility, the discount factor (the proportion by which utility is reduced in relation to an immediate payoff) and discounted utility (Pine et al., 2009). In the second study, Stauffer, Lak, & Schultz (2014) investigated the connection between brain and neurotransmitters activity and the MU theory.

Our findings suggest that mostly of the experiments in Neuromarketing research considered Utility theory and value maximization. Some of the experiments suggest that it is possible to find neural signals associated with predicted values, experienced utility and subjective value (SV) of choice alternatives. However, to the best of our knowledge, no study to date has investigated the impact of MU on decision-making process in Neuromarketing research. We hope that researches to include MU as a parameter in Neuromarketing experiments. Following the previous studies, researches should try to develop a unified that model that describes human preferences integrating Marginal Utility. In this way, it might be possible to measure direct changes in Marginal Utility. It is also possible to test how individual differences or the gender influence MU. We found that, the most promising contribution that MU concept can offer to NM, is to better understanding the neural mechanism involved in decision-making process resulting from changes in utility associated with a small change for one of the goods consumed.

Moreover, researchers should consider the law of DMU. If the more of a good a person consumes, the less preference they will accord to having more of it (Brewer & Venaik, 2009). It might be interesting to test brain reaction when customers are exposed to increasing quantity of the same item. We presume that it is possible to find significant difference in the brain activity when the customer reaches the saturation point. Finally, it might be possible to determine how the saturation point varies between individuals.

This calls for further research in this area.

8. Conclusion and Future Directions

This study concerns the impact of the Marginal Utility theory on Neuromarketing research on consumer behavior. Our review pointed out that there is no use of Marginal Utility theory in the new and innovative field research of Neuromarketing. This theory still now plays an important factor in the Marketing research, and in particular, in predicting consumers’ choices and satisfaction, similarly to temperature for the predictions in physical phenomena (Raykov & Calantone, 2014). On the other hand, consumer behavior, as a part of the human behavior, it is influenced also by objective factors, has a high subjective load, determined by cognitive and affective factors (Stroe & Iliescu, 2104). Neuromarketing research, using neuroimaging tools, can easily measure and detect these factors. We suggest that Neuromarketing should focus on an interdisciplinary approach for providing a general overview of consumer's decision-making process and behavior using the MU theory. Future research in Neuromarketing might focus on the use of MU in order to determine customers’ satisfaction and loyalty.
studies could also focus on measuring reactions and behaviors of consumers when exposed to increasing quantity of the same item or evaluate if there is a correlation by brand, impulsivity and Marginal Utility.
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Understanding consumers’ decision-making process is one of the most important goals in Marketing. However, the traditional tools (e.g., surveys, personal interviews and observations) used in Marketing research are often inadequate to analyse and study consumer behaviour. Since people’s decisions are influenced by several unconscious mental processes, the consumers very often do not want to, or do not know how to, explain their choices. This paper (1) provides an overview of the current and previous research in Neuromarketing; (2) analyzes the use of Marginal Utility theory in Neuromarketing. In fact, there is remarkably little direct empirical evidence of the use of Marginal Utility in Neuromarketing studies.